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Established in 2011 in Amsterdam, Label Orange is now the agent for various Dutch
contemporary fashion and lifestyle brands in South Africa. In particular, they are exclusive
distributor for Droog, Dutchtub, Cowboysbelt & Cowboysbag and Artists Not Armies.

Priding themselves on being both PR/marketing focused as well as the sales agents for Dutch
brands with interesting products that are ‘smart, beautifully designed and, in our humble opinion, a
perfect match for the South African man’.
add yours

Located in De Waterkant in Cape Town, Jonathan Ursem and his girlfriend are the two young Dutchies with
hearts for fashion, design, art, cool spaces, new experiences and interesting people.
Welcome to South Africa. Why did you decide to leave Holland and bring your brand to SA?
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Baie dankie! My girlfriend Choi and I were looking for a reason to live in South Africa because we fell in love
with Cape Town during one of our travels here. Our agency Label Orange became our alibi to fly south. With
Label Orange we exclusively represent Dutch design brands according to the basic principle ‘if your brand is
Dutch and we like it: join the club!’.

Tell me about the labels you represent that will appeal to the GQ man?

Besides some very exciting Dutch design stuff from Droog (which offers world famous and conceptual interior
accessories) and Dutchtub (a woodfired hottub), I’m also representing the brands Cowboysbelt and
Cowboysbag with a wide range of quality leather belts and bags. I ran into them when I was still living in
Amsterdam and their downtoearth, sturdy style and never failing quality immediately appealed to me. They
buy their leather from Italy and India and hand make the products in Amsterdam. They still use the same
craftsmanship like in the old days, but are also not shying away from trying out new techniques, like tumble
drying the leather to get a worn or vintage look. I also love the fact that there’s no huge logo that spoils the
look – we’re past that now.

How do you think a South African male audience will respond to your brand?

I think Cowboysbag and Cowboysbelt are great matches to the South African market. The products are not
overpriced like some other international brands, and by just focusing on simply producing quality leather belts
and bags each and every time, customers will never get disappointed. People who buy the Cowboys brand are
usually looking for a highquality product, understated style and are not too impressed by lots of branding. It
has nothing to do with fast fashion and I think South Africa is very much ready for that level of style.

How is the style of a Dutch male different from the style of a South African male?

You have to keep in mind that the weather plays a huge role in how one’s personal style is expressed. Long
story short: the climate in South Africa is far gentler than the Dutch climate (one of many reasons why we’re
here), so in South Africa you’ll see a more casual look with more shorts and shirts in the streets as well as the
office. I do however think that there’s a very substantial community in the main cities of South Africa that
takes personal style very seriously. These fashionsavvy men tend to dress far more expressively than the
Dutch. The preppy look really catches on here  I’m very excited about that! But when it comes to wearing a
suit in the office, the Dutch are certainly more sophisticated. Italian or British slim tailored suits are far more
common up north than down south. Also there’s a real denim culture in Europe, resulting in a far bigger offer in
international and local brands, styles and jeans stores.

What about your personal style, I'd love to know more about it?

Although I do care about how I look, I am not that iinterested in fashion. I’m more into classic and timeless
designs, like a classic white tailored shirt. I think personal style is more about how you appear, not what you
wear. Personally, I like to dress in basics, while adding a small twist. You'll find me in a grey Vneck shirt, a
nice pair of denims, my watch with a NATO strap (worn by Sean Connery in Dr. No), colourful striped Paul
Smith socks or my new found neon Maians (takkies). When it comes to the more formal functions, I think it's
important to always be dressed for the occasion. In this case I prefer to be overdressed than underdressed,
and always wear custommade suits and formal shirts.

What are your plans for the brand on South African soil?

We have teamed up with the nationwide online shop, Zando, so Cowboysbag and Cowboysbelt will be available
all over South Africa  which is great. The brands are pretty big, especially in jeans stores in the Netherlands,
Germany and the USA. The exciting part for us is to find the right shops that have the same look, feel and
attitude. We have already found some gems already, like Union Made in the Cape Quarter.
What has been your highlight since coming to Cape Town?

I’m very impressed by local designers and the high level of the creative sector in Cape Town. There’s so much
going on and it’s really amazing to see. We’d like to add a bit of Dutch design to the local market, and see if
local talent can do joint projects with Dutch colleagues. Sometimes I wish that that South African designers
would dare to think bigger though, as they are more talented than they realise. I’d love to introduce some of
them to the European market one day.

Favourite men's wear brand?
I ran into Adriaan Kuiters when I was on holiday in Cape Town last year and I was sold immediately. I like the
sober colours and cuts of his items, that form a very stylish and classic collection. His trousers and shorts are
amongst my favourite South African designs. When it comes to international brands, I appreciate the work of
Paul Smith, Strellson, Dutch rebel shoemaker Floris van Bommel and I have my formal shirts and polo
camicias made by my tailor Vanità in The Hague.
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Like what you hear? We're giving away a leather Chicago weekend bag by Cowboysbag worth R2 790 (pictured
above). Click here to enter.
For more about this brand contact the Label Orange Showroom:
107 Victoria Junction
57 Prestwich Street
Cape Town, 8001
www.labelorange.com
Choi Mi Chung: choimi@labelorange.com / 0824058922
Jonathan Ursem: jonathan@labelorange.com / 0824398922
Daniel Scheffler is a freelance writer, follow him on Twitter, @danielscheffler
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